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Information Technology Applications in
Industry III 2014-09-12
collection of selected peer reviewed papers from the 2014 3rd
international conference on information technology and management
innovation icitmi 2014 july 19 20 2014 shenzhen china the 294 papers
are grouped as follows chapter 1 information technology artificial
intelligence algorithms and computation methods chapter 2
mathematical methods and information technologies in power and
electronics engineering chapter 3 sound image signal and video
processing and technologies chapter 4 sensors testing detection
measurement and monitoring technologies chapter 5 control and
automation technology modeling and simulation chapter 6
communications technology chapter 7 computer network and
information security chapter 8 database systems and software
development chapter 9 e commerce e government internet technologies
chapter 10 management and decision support systems chapter 11
information technologies in university and education

Pervasive Computing 2002
this book offers a complete introduction to pervasive computing also
known as mobile computing ubiquitous computing anywhere anywhen
computing etc etc the book features case studies of applications and
gives a broad overview of pervasive computing devices standards
protocols architectures the book also covers and includes analysis and
categorisation of existing technologies and solid information to help
integrate pervasive computing applications into existing e business
applications

End User Computing Challenges and
Technologies: Emerging Tools and
Applications 2007-11-30
examines practical research and case studies on such benchmark topics
as biometric and security technology protection of digital assets and
information multilevel computer self efficacy and end user development
provides research into the advancement productivity and performance
of the end user computing domain
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Technology Assessment in Software
Applications 1994
this volume offers an expansion of ideas presented at a recent
conference convened to identify the major strategies and more
promising practices for assessing technology the authors representing
government business and university sectors helped to set the
boundaries of present technology assessment by offering perspectives
from computer science cognitive and military psychology and education
their work explores both the use of techniques to assess technology and
the use of technology to facilitate the assessment process the book s
main purpose is to portray the state of the art in technology assessment
and to provide conceptual options to help readers understand the power
of technology technological innovation will continue to develop its own
standards of practice and effectiveness to the extent that these practices
are empirically based designers supporters and consumers will be given
better information for their decisions

Computing Technologies and Applications
2021-11-10
making use of digital technology for social care is a major responsibility
of the computing domain social care services require attention for ease
in social systems e farming and automation etc thus the book focuses on
suggesting software solutions for supporting social issues such as health
care learning about and monitoring for disabilities and providing
technical solutions for better living technology is enabling people to
have access to advances so that they can have better health to undergo
the digital transformation the current processes need to be completely
re engineered to make use of technologies like the internet of things iot
big data analytics artificial intelligence and others furthermore it is also
important to consider digital initiatives in tandem with their cloud
strategy instead of treating them in isolation at present the world is
going through another possibly even stronger revolution the use of
recent computing models to perform complex cognitive tasks to solve
social problems in ways that were previously either highly complicated
or extremely resource intensive this book not only focuses the
computing technologies basic theories challenges and implementation
but also covers case studies it focuses on core theories architectures
and technologies necessary to develop and understand the computing
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models and their applications the book also has a high potential to be
used as a recommended textbook for research scholars and post
graduate programs the book deals with a problem solving approach
using recent tools and technology for problems in health care social care
etc interdisciplinary studies are emerging as both necessary and
practical in universities this book helps to improve computational
thinking to understand and change the world it will be a link between
computing and a variety of other fields case studies on social aspects of
modern societies and smart cities add to the contents of the book to
enhance book adoption potential this book will be useful to
undergraduates postgraduates researchers and industry professionals
every chapter covers one possible solution in detail along with results

Internet of Things (IoT) 2017-10-10
the term iot which was first proposed by kevin ashton a british
technologist in 1999 has the potential to impact everything from new
product opportunities to shop floor optimization to factory worker
efficiency gains that will power top line and bottom line gains as iot
technology is being put to diversified use the current technology needs
to be improved to enhance privacy and built secure devices by adopting
a security focused approach reducing the amount of data collected
increasing transparency and providing consumers with a choice to opt
out therefore the current volume has been compiled in an effort to draw
the various issues in iot challenges faced and existing solutions so far
key points provides an overview of basic concepts and technologies of
iot with communication technologies ranging from 4g to 5g and its
architecture discusses recent security and privacy studies and social
behavior of human beings over iot covers the issues related to sensors
business model principles paradigms green iot and solutions to handle
relevant challenges presents the readers with practical ideas of using iot
how it deals with human dynamics the ecosystem the social objects and
their relation deals with the challenges involved in surpassing
diversified architecture protocol communications integrity and security

Advances in Parallel Computing
Technologies and Applications 2021-11-25
recent developments in parallel computing mean that the use of
machine learning techniques and intelligence to handle the huge volume
of available data have brought the faster solutions offered by advanced
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technologies to various fields of application this book presents the
proceedings of the virtual international conference on advances in
parallel computing technologies and applications icapta 2021 hosted in
justice basheer ahmed sayeed college for women formerly s i e t women
s college chennai india and held online as a virtual event on 15 and 16
april 2021 the aim of the conference was to provide a forum for sharing
knowledge in various aspects of parallel computing in communications
systems and networking including cloud and virtualization solutions
management technologies and vertical application areas it also provided
a platform for scientists researchers practitioners and academicians to
present and discuss the most recent innovations and trends as well as
the concerns and practical challenges encountered in this field included
here are 52 full length papers selected from over 100 submissions based
on the reviews and comments of subject experts topics covered include
parallel computing in communication machine learning intelligence for
parallel computing and parallel computing for software services in
theoretical and practical aspects providing an overview of the latest
developments in the field the book will be of interest to all those whose
work involves the use of parallel computing technologies

2018 IEEE Long Island Systems,
Applications and Technology Conference
(LISAT) 2018
this volume identifies promising learning teaching and assessment
strategies for the use and assessment of technology in educational
settings specifically educational context e g organizational and
structural factors that contribute to the effective use of technology in
school settings promising learning and teaching strategies promising
technology based assessment procedures and methods policy
implementation issues and a summary of current research on the
effective use of technology in education chapter authors represent a
variety of perspectives and disciplines from computer science cognitive
and educational psychology and educational administration authors
represent government business and university communities from within
and outside the u s these multiple perspectives contribute to the overall
understanding of current technology use in education and help in
identifying future research needs technology applications in education a
learning view explores the state of the art of technology in k 16
education from a learning perspective rather than a hardware software
view it is designed for professionals and graduate students in the
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educational technology training assessment evaluation school
administration military psychology and educational psychology
communities this book is characterized in the following montage of
factors the primacy of learning as a focus for technology implementation
a focus on technology uses in k 16 education a focus on the assessment
of both individuals and teams a broad variety of methodological
approaches from qualitative to instructional design to quantitative e g
structural equation modeling a need to support the development of
technology based curriculum and tools and a need for theory driven and
evaluation studies to increase our knowledge

Technology Applications in Education
2016-02-29
your all in one guide to the digital world key features includes basic
concepts about computer hardware and software device connections
and the internet solutions on how to get the most out of emails office
suites photos videos and maps insights on social media e commerce
digital payments and online booking description technology touches our
lives in many different ways in this book we will explore the common
uses of technology in the world around you demystify the concepts and
explain its usage the book begins by making you comfortable with your
windows pc and android smartphone tablet it discusses the internet and
common device connections it also delves into popular productivity
applications like emails documents spreadsheets presentations maps
photos music and videos usage of free apps from google is demonstrated
the book also talks about social media and online tools which allow you
to connect and communicate with people on the internet with examples
from facebook twitter instagram and whatsapp the different facets of e
commerce are discussed as well namely payments online shopping
tracking reviews and online travel booking along with examples from
popular shopping and travel websites it explores newer trends like cloud
computing media players and voice assistants security and privacy best
practices are also covered for each topic this book is an attempt to
break down the barriers that stand between you and the digital world
and enable you to embrace technology by the end of this book you ll find
yourself more tech savvy than you were when you started what you will
learn day to day tasks on your windows pc android smartphone and the
internet usage of popular google services including gmail docs suite and
youtube usage of facebook twitter instagram hangouts and whatsapp
learn how to shop pay and book flights hotels buses and trains online
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learn about media players and usage of google assistant stay secure
with best practices for your devices and the internet who this book is for
this book is for students parents kids senior citizens housewives and any
person who wants to get acquainted with the essential skills for the
digital era and wants to become comfortable with technology smart
devices and internet applications to get the best out of this book you
must have either a windows 10 pc or an android smartphone tablet and
stable internet access table of contents preface 1 your smartphone
tablet 2 your computer laptop 3 the internet 4 connections 5 e mail 6
photos 7 music and videos 8 productivity apps 9 maps 10 social media
11 online communication 12 whatsapp 13 money and payments 14
managing your privacy 15 reviews 16 e commerce 17 booking travel
online 18 beyond your pc and smartphone summing it up

Embracing Technology 2021-08-05
this book offers an in depth explanation of multimedia technologies
within their many specific application areas as well as presenting
developing trends for the future provided by publisher

Multimedia Technologies: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2008-06-30
covers all networking multimedia applications and technology in one
volume has a tutorial approach to the subject complete with formal
definitions glossary 500 terms 230 illustrations a list of frequently asked
questions real world examples and analogies and end of chapter
summaries sophisticated technologies are explained in a rigorous but
easy to understand way network managers and administrators handling
private and public lans or wans system designers computer industry
product developers and multimedia is managers

Understanding Networked Multimedia 1995
enterprise architecture planning eap is a high level blueprint for data
applications and technology that is a cost effective long term solution
the authors give you a common sense approach to eap supported by
examples of architectures procedures checklists and useful guidelines
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Enterprise Architecture Planning 1993
in the challenging digital economy bridging the gap between the
external stakeholder and business entities through effective applications
of technology carries more importance than ever before by building a
strong online presence and maintaining a long lasting relationship with
valuable customers through high quality customer experience
companies continue to thrive during this digital age the handbook of
research on technology applications for effective customer engagement
is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on the
utilization of the best research practices for consumer satisfaction and
loyalty while highlighting topics such as target marketing consumer
behavior and brand equity this publication explores the applications of
modern technology in marketing as well as recent business activities of
international companies this book is ideally designed for business
professionals practitioners marketers advertisers brand managers
retailers managers academics researchers and graduate level students

Handbook of Research on Technology
Applications for Effective Customer
Engagement 2020-09-04
the internet of things iot is one of the core technologies of current and
future information and communications technology ict sectors iot
technologies will be deployed in numerous industries including health
transport smart cities utility sectors environment security and many
other areas in a manner suitable to a broad range of readers this book
introduces various key iot technologies focusing on algorithms process
algebra network architecture energy harvesting wireless
communications and network security it presents iot system design
techniques international iot standards and recent research outcomes
relevant to the iot system developments and provides existing and
emerging solutions to the design and development of iot platforms for
multi sector industries particularly for industry 4 0 the book also
addresses some of the regulatory issues and design challenges related
to iot system deployments and proposes guidelines for possible future
applications
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Internet of Things (IoT) 2019-09-17
the institute of food technologists ift recently endorsed the use of
computers in food science education the minimum standards for degrees
in food science as suggested by ift require the students to use
computers in the solution of problems the collection and analysis of data
the control processes in addition to word processing because they are
widely used in business allow statistical and graphical of experimental
data and can mimic laboratory experimentation spreadsheets provide an
ideal tool for learning the important features of computers and
programming in addition they are ideally suited for food science
students who usually do not have an extensive mathematical
background drawing from the many courses he has taught at uc davis dr
singh covers the general basics of spreadsheets using examples specific
to food science he includes more than 50 solved problems drawn from
key areas of food science namely food microbiology food chemistry
sensory evaluation statistical quality control and food engineering each
problem is presented with the required equations and detailed steps
necessary for programming the spreadsheet helpful hints in using the
spreadsheets are also provided throughout the text

Information Technology and Its
Applications 1990-01-01
this book presents state of the art research on architectures algorithms
protocols and applications in pervasive computing and networks with
the widespread availability of wireless and mobile networking
technologies and the expected convergence of ubiquitous computing
with these emerging technologies in the near future pervasive
computing and networking research and applications are among the hot
topics on the agenda of researchers working on the next generation of
mobile communications and networks this book provides a
comprehensive guide to selected topics both ongoing and emerging in
pervasive computing and networking it contains contributions from high
profile researchers and is edited by leading experts in this field the main
topics covered in the book include pervasive computing and systems
pervasive networking security and pervasive networking and
communication key features discusses existing and emerging
communications and computing models design architectures mobile and
pervasive wireless applications technology and research challenges in
pervasive computing systems networking and communications provides
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detailed discussions of key research challenges and open research
issues in the field of autonomic computing and networking offers
information on existing experimental studies including case studies
implementation test beds in industry and academia includes a set of
powerpoint slides for each chapter for instructors adopting it as a
textbook pervasive computing and networking will be an ideal reference
for practitioners and researchers working in the areas of communication
networking and pervasive computing and networking it also serves as an
excellent textbook for graduate and senior undergraduate courses in
computer science computer engineering electrical engineering software
engineering and information engineering and science

Computer Applications in Food Technology
1996
master the principles and practices of modern drilling mechanics this in
depth guide offers complete coverage of drilling mechanics with a focus
on the horizontal drilling of shale plays and offshore wells the book lays
out drilling engineering fundamentals and clearly explains the latest
technological developments written by a team of seasoned educators
drilling engineering advanced applications and technology covers every
key topic including geo mechanics for drilling applications well
construction techniques wellbore hydraulics and optimization you will
enhance your understanding of drilling operations improve your designs
and plan for more productive and cost effective wells coverage includes
well construction and hydraulics drillstring mechanics and casing design
drilling hydraulics cuttings transport geomechanics fundamentals of
rock mechanics wellbore stress stability and strengthening coupled fluid
flow stress formulation drilling optimization methods vector and tensor
analysis principles of deformable materials elasticity concepts

Pervasive Computing and Networking
2011-06-09
green computing is the emerging practice of using computing and
information technology resources more efficiently while maintaining or
improving overall performance the most common technologies include
classification and clustering which are very much in use to predict data
these algorithms also pave the way for overcoming the challenges we
face in daily life huge data sets are classified and clustered to find out
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the accurate result the accuracy and error rate are also calculated for
regression classification and clustering to find out the actual result the
applications include fraud detection image processing medical diagnosis
predicting weather etc going further the applications have been
increasing in different areas and fields this book is intended for
industrial and academic researchers scientists and engineers in
information technology green computing data science and machine and
deep learning

Open Source Technology: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2014
this book brings together new ways to process and monitor data and to
put it to work in everything from intelligent transportation systems to
healthcare to multimedia applications it also provides inclusive coverage
on the processing and applications of wireless communication sensor
networks and mobile computing

Drilling Engineering: Advanced
Applications and Technology 2022-04-29
mobile computing refers to the human computer interaction which
allows the transmission of data video and voice using a computer or any
other wireless device without it being connected to a fixed physical link
it involves mobile hardware mobile software and mobile communication
mobile hardware deals with mobile devices or components mobile
software encompasses the requirements and characteristics of mobile
applications mobile communication includes the use of infrastructure
networks and ad hoc networks as well as communication protocols data
formats and concrete technologies some mobile computing devices are
portable computers cellular telephones smart cards and wearable
computers the chief principles of mobile computing are portability social
interactivity connectivity and individuality this book outlines the
processes and applications of mobile computing in detail it is a
compilation of chapters that discuss the most vital concepts and
emerging trends in this field a number of latest researches have been
included to keep the readers up to date with the global concepts in this
area of study
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Green Computing and Its Applications
2021-12-15
we live in a wireless society one where convenience and accessibility
determine the efficacy of the latest electronic gadgets and mobile
devices making the most of these technologies and ensuring their
security against potential attackers requires increased diligence in
mobile technology research and development mobile computing and
wireless networks concepts methodologies tools and applications brings
together a comprehensive range of voices and research in the area of
mobile and wireless technologies exploring the successes and failures
advantages and drawbacks and benefits and limitations of the
technology with applications in a plethora of different research and
topic areas this multi volume reference work benefits researchers
service providers end users and information technology professionals
this four volume reference work includes a diverse array of chapters and
authors covering topics such as m commerce network ethics mobile
agent systems mobile learning communications infrastructure and
applications in fields such as business healthcare government tourism
and more

Sensor Technology 2020
advances in technology continue to alter the ways in which we conduct
our lives from the private sphere to how we interact with others in
public as these innovations become more integrated into modern society
their applications become increasingly relevant in various facets of life
wearable technologies concepts methodologies tools and applications is
a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on
the development and implementation of wearables within various
environments emphasizing the valuable resources offered by these
advances highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as assistive
technologies data storage and health and fitness applications this multi
volume book is ideally designed for researchers academics professionals
students and practitioners interested in the emerging applications of
wearable technologies

Mobile Computing: Technology and
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Applications 2020-09-08
focuses on key issues concerning the development design and analysis
of global it selected readings in areas such as knowledge sharing icts
and globalization depict the relevant areas of discussion within the
categories of fundamental concepts and theories development and
design methodologies tools and technologies application and utilization
critical issues and emerging trends

Mobile Computing and Wireless Networks:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications 2015-09-30
use this technology guide to find descriptions of today s most essential
global technologies clearly structured and simply explained the book s
reference format invites even the casual reader to explore the
stimulating innovative ideas it contains

Wearable Technologies 2018
technological advancements have become an integral part of life
impacting the way we work communicate make decisions learn and play
as technology continually progresses humans are being outpaced by its
capabilities and it is important for businesses organizations and
individuals to understand how to optimize data and to implement new
methods for more efficient knowledge discovery and information
management and retrieval innovative applications of knowledge
discovery and information resources management offers in depth
coverage on the pervasiveness of technological change with a collection
of material on topics such as the impact of permeable work life
boundaries burnout and turnover big data usage and computer based
learning it proves a worthy source for academicians practitioners it
leaders it professionals and advanced level students interested in
examining the ways in which technology is changing the world

Selected Readings on Global Information
Technology 2008-08
given the broad popularity of internet technology even in its present
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immature state and also the recent progress made towards a human
centered view of information technology the time now seems ripe to
essentially extend the scope and power of enterprise information
systems this carefully arranged book concentrates on the relationships
between coordination technology and business application requirements
and introduces general elements of a cooperative infrastructure
allowing for the construction of collaborative applications it is essential
reading for research and development professionals active in the area as
well as for it managers interested in applying this promising new
technology in order to remain competitive in the future

Technology Guide 2009-06-02
internet of things technologies and applications for a new age of
intelligence outlines the background and overall vision for the internet
of things iot and cyber physical systems cps as well as associated
emerging technologies key technologies are described including device
communication and interactions connectivity of devices to cloud based
infrastructures distributed and edge computing data collection and
methods to derive information and knowledge from connected devices
and systems using artificial intelligence and machine learning also
included are system architectures and ways to integrate these with
enterprise architectures and considerations on potential business
impacts and regulatory requirements new to this edition updated
material on current market situation and outlook a description of the
latest developments of standards alliances and consortia more
specifically the creation of the industrial internet consortium iic and its
architecture and reference documents the creation of the reference
architectural model for industrie 4 0 rami 4 0 the exponential growth of
the number of working groups in the internet engineering task force ietf
the transformation of the open mobile alliance oma to oma specworks
and the introduction of oma lightweightm2m device management and
service enablement protocol the initial steps in the specification of the
architecture of of things wot by world wide consortium w3c the gs1
architecture and standards the transformation of etsi m2m to onem2m
and a few key facts about the open connectivity forum ocf ieee iec iso
aioti and nist cps the emergence of new technologies such as distributed
ledgers distributed cloud and edge computing and the use of machine
learning and artificial intelligence for iot a chapter on security outlining
the basic principles for secure iot installations new use case description
material on logistics autonomous vehicles and systems of cps
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Innovative Applications of Knowledge
Discovery and Information Resources
Management 2018
primarily presentations from li section chapters and long island based
industry covering systems applications technology advances on long
island

Coordination Technology for Collaborative
Applications 1998-02-18
the term data being mostly used experimented analyzed and researched
data science and its applications finds relevance in all domains of
research studies including science engineering technology management
mathematics and many more in wide range of applications such as
sentiment analysis social medial analytics signal processing gene
analysis market analysis healthcare bioinformatics etc the book on data
science and its applications discusses about data science overview
scientific methods data processing extraction of meaningful information
from data and insight for developing the concept from different domains
highlighting mathematical and statistical models operations research
computer programming machine learning data visualization pattern
recognition and others the book also highlights data science
implementation and evaluation of performance in several emerging
applications such as information retrieval cognitive science healthcare
and computer vision the data analysis covers the role of data science
depicting different types of data such as text image biomedical signal
etc useful for a wide range of real time applications the salient features
of the book are overview challenges and opportunities in data science
and real time applications addressing big data issues useful machine
learning methods disease detection and healthcare applications utilizing
data science concepts and deep learning applications in stock market
education behavior analysis image captioning gene analysis and scene
text analysis data optimization due to multidisciplinary applications of
data science concepts the book is intended for wide range of readers
that include data scientists big data analysists research scholars
engaged in data science and machine learning applications
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Internet of Things 2018-11-26
this book focuses on how digital tools and applications can enhance the
learning environment

2017 IEEE Long Island Systems,
Applications and Technology Conference
(LISAT) 2017-05-05
once considered the traditional approach to education brick and mortar
institutions are no longer the norm due to e learning technologies
populations are turning into ubiquitous human beings and educational
practices are reflecting this change e learning 2 0 technologies and
applications in higher education compiles the latest empirical research
findings in the area of e learning and knowledge management
technologies assessment highlighting specific comparisons and
practices of e m learning and knowledge management technologies this
book is an essential guide for professionals and academics who want to
improve their understanding of the strategic role of e learning at
different levels of the information and knowledge society

Data Science and Its Applications
2021-08-18
high performance computing is an integrated computing environment
for solving large scale computational demanding problems in science
engineering and business newly emerging areas of hpc applications
include medical sciences transportation financial operations and
advanced human computer interface such as virtual reality high
performance computing includes computer hardware software
algorithms programming tools and environments plus visualization the
book addresses several of these key components of high performance
technology and contains descriptions of the state of the art computer
architectures programming and software tools and innovative
applications of parallel computers in addition the book includes papers
on heterogeneous network based computing systems and scalability of
parallel systems the reader will find information and data relative to the
two main thrusts of high performance computing the absolute
computational performance and that of providing the most cost effective
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and affordable computing for science industry and business the book is
recommended for technical as well as management oriented individuals

Next Generation Digital Tools and
Applications for Teaching and Learning
Enhancement 2019
with an emphasis on consumer electronics the contributing authors to
multimedia technology for applications present the very latest advances
in signal processing communications and networking computer
databases and circuits and systems as they relate to multimedia
technology and applications topics covered include multimedia systems
standards and trends submicro electronic enabling technologies digital
library servers networking multimedia signal processing and
applications publisher s description

E-Learning 2.0 Technologies and Web
Applications in Higher Education
2013-12-31
the is growing at an astounding pace surpassing the 8 billion page mark
however most pages are still designed for human consumption and
cannot be processed by machines this book provides a well paced
introduction to the semantic it covers a wide range of topics from new
trends ontologies rules to existing technologies services and software
agents to more formal aspects logic and inference it includes real world
and complete examples of the application of semantic concepts how the
technology presented and discussed throughout the book can be
extended to other application areas

High Performance Computing: Technology,
Methods and Applications 1995-09-13
this book presents different use cases in big data applications and
related practical experiences many businesses today are increasingly
interested in utilizing big data technologies for supporting their
business intelligence so that it is becoming more and more important to
understand the various practical issues from different practical use
cases this book provides clear proof that big data technologies are
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playing an ever increasing important and critical role in a new cross
discipline research between computer science and business

Multimedia Technology for Applications
1998-07-06
this book focuses on a combination of theoretical advances in the
internet of things cloud computing and its real life applications to serve
society the book discusses technological innovations authentication
mobility support and security group rekeying schemes and a range of
concrete applications the internet has restructured not only global
interrelations but also an unbelievable number of personal
characteristics machines are increasingly able to control innumerable
autonomous gadgets via the internet creating the internet of things
which facilitates intelligent communication between humans and things
and among things the internet of things is an active area of current
research and technological advances have been supported by real life
applications to establish their soundness the material in this book
includes concepts figures graphs and tables to guide researchers
through the internet of things and its applications for society

Semantic Web: Concepts, Technologies and
Applications 2007-01-24
as we enter the industrial revolution 4 0 demands for an increasing
degree of trust and privacy protection continue to be voiced the
development of blockchain technology is very important because it can
help frictionless and transparent financial transactions and improve the
business experience which in turn has far reaching effects for economic
psychological educational and organizational improvements in the way
we work teach learn and care for ourselves and each other blockchain is
an eccentric technology but at the same time the least understood and
most disruptive technology of the day this book covers the latest
technologies of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology and their
applications this book discusses the blockchain and cryptocurrencies
related issues and also explains how to provide the security differently
through an algorithm framework approaches techniques and
mechanisms a comprehensive understanding of what blockchain is and
how it works as well as insights into how it will affect the future of your
organization and industry as a whole and how to integrate blockchain
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technology into your business strategy in addition the book explores the
blockchain and its with other technologies like internet of things big
data and artificial intelligence etc

Big Data Applications and Use Cases
2018-05-27

Internet of Things: Novel Advances and
Envisioned Applications 2017-05-08

Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain
Technology Applications 2020-05-26
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